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Crop Conditions for 6/4/19
Past Weeks
Rainfall

.5-2 inches over the last week. Just enough to slow things down most of
the last week.

Soil Moisture

Adequate to excessive

Temperature

Below Average last week but warmer this week

Crop Progress

Finishing planting

Corn

Soybeans

Crop Stage

Planted/Emergence

Crop Stage

Planting/Early emergence

Yield Potential

Trend line or above

Yield Potential

Trend Line

Corn Market

Soybean Market

Current Prices

$4.00

Current Prices

$8.11

Fall Price

$4.07

Fall Price

$8.24

Past Weeks Trend

Higher

Past Weeks Trend

Sharply Higher

Comments
The area Southeast of Storm Lake has not made much progress over the last week. The corn is
mostly all planted and a good portion of the soybeans are also getting done but the saturated
soil is making the last portion of soybeans difficult to get done. It does not take a large amount
of rain to slow progress for a day or two in a “normal” year. This has been anything but a normal
year. This has actually been the wettest 12 month period on record for this part of the country.
National corn planting progress is only at 67% complete, advancing 9% for the week ended
Sunday night, 6-2-19. We are normally at 84% by now. This is the slowest corn planting pace in
the last 40 years according to USDA. Most of the area located Southwest of Storm Lake has
been fortunate to get the corn planted with adequate emerged plant populations considering
the excessive moisture. Other areas in Northwest Iowa and the rest of the corn belt have been
less fortunate.
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National soybean planting progress was also slow last week, estimated to be only 39%
completed compared to the average of 79%. This was an advancement of 10% from the
previous week. The slow pace is not from a lack of capacity to get the work done by farmers but
mostly from the lack of dry soil with enough structure to support the weight of machinery being
driven over it. If the ground was all in good condition and farmers did not have to worry about
wet areas, they could likely plant 30-40% of the crop in a week. Unfortunately a lot of the fields
will not dry out fast enough to allow for planting.
The corn and soybean markets have rallied for the last couple weeks entirely from the weather
delayed planting. Crop insurance deadlines for planting corn with full coverage have come and
gone. Now farmers have to decide if they still want to plant corn with reduced insurance
coverage into mid-June knowing they will likely be taking a yield reduction. The soybean final
planting date before reductions in coverage is not for another 11 days.
Below is a picture of what happens to a planter when the ground is too wet to be planting. The
mud will very quickly plug up the planter and not allow it to work anymore.
Grant Aschinger
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Crop Update Archives – Please click on the links below to view the past pdf’s or click the
green button for our Southeast Archives page
Southeast Crop Conditions Archives
5-21-19
5-7-19
4-23-19
4-9-19
3-25-19
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